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If you are familiar with the cycles approach for phonology, you know that you cycle through different 
targets. If you would like more information on this approach, please visit this website: 

http://speechlanguagetherapy.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=75:cycles&catid=11:a
dmin&Itemid=108

The books included in this packet are loosely based upon this approach. This packet targets Final 
Consonant Deletion of early developing sounds. While this approach does not target voiced consonants, I 

wanted to include them should you need to target them.

To Prepare: Print and laminate the pages. There are 2 pages on each slide. Attach all pages with a ring. 
Hole punch each circle (you can use a single hole punch or a fancy one). There are 100 holes (10 on each 

page, 5 per word) in each book, which means that you can get up to 100 trials by simply reading the book! 
The student will touch each hole as they produce the word. Each page has two words with the target 

sound, so the student needs to say each word (target words are bold and underlined) 5 times. After you 
read the sentence, have the student produce one word 5 times, followed by the other word 5 times –

touching a dot each time.

The books are meant to be repetitive and also have basic concepts that can be targeted. These would be 
great for story retell as well!

This freebie includes the full book for final /p/ called “Pop That Bubble!” so you can see if the books will 
work for your students. All the books follow a similar pattern!
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Pop That 
Bubble!

{Final /p/}

Target Words:
pop
mop
hoop
tape
cap
top
nap
map
soup
tip

I see a mop in that 
bubble. Pop the mop!

1 2
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I see tape in that 
bubble. Pop the tape!

3 4

I see a hoop in that 
bubble. Pop the hoop!
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I see a top in that 
bubble. Pop the top!

5 6

I see a cap in that 
bubble. Pop the cap!
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I see a map in that 
bubble. Pop the map!

7 8

I see a baby taking a 
nap in that bubble. Pop
the baby taking a nap!
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9 10

I see soup in that 
bubble. Pop the soup!

I see the tip of a pencil 
in that bubble. Pop the 

tip!
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11

Pop all things in the 
bubbles!
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Name: _____________________________ Date: _________________

Final /p/: Pop That Bubble!

Target Word +/-

pop

mop

hoop

tape

cap

top

nap

map

soup

tip



Thank you for your purchase! 
This product is for individual use only. 

DO NOT SHARE, COPY, CLAIM AS YOUR 
OWN, OR POST ON A PUBLIC 

WEBSITE!

Email teachspeech365@gmail.com with 
questions!

FIND ME:
Blog: www.teachspeech365.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/TeachSpeech365
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/teachspeech365/

Instagram: www.instagram.com/teachspeech365/

Click the       on my storefront to get notifications 
when I add new products! 

Leave feedback on purchases to earn 
credits to use on future purchases!
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